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Abstract
Shield tunnel, composed of several segments, is widely used in urban underground
engineering. When the tunnel is under load, relative displacement occurs between
adjacent segments. In the past, distributed optical fiber sensing technology was
used to perform strain monitoring, but there is an urgent need to determine how
to transform strain into displacement. In this study, optical frequency domain
reflectometry was applied in laboratory tests. Aiming at the shear process and
center settlement process of shield tunnel segments, two kinds of quantitative
calculation methods were put forward to carry out a quantitative analysis.
Meanwhile, the laboratory test process was simulated numerically utilizing the
discrete element numerical analysis method. Optical fiber, an atypical geo-
technical material, was innovatively applied for discrete element modeling and
numerical simulation. The results show that the measured displacement of the dial
gauge, the calculated results of the numerical model, and the displacement
quantitatively calculated from the optical fiber data agree with each other in
general. The latter two methods can potentially be utilized in engineering
application of deformation monitoring at shield tunnel joints, but need to be
further calibrated and adjusted in detail.
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Highlights
• The optical frequency domain reflectometry technology is applied in the
monitoring of dislocation of tunnel segments in the laboratory.

• Two original calculation methods are proposed to quantify the deformation
between adjacent tunnel segments, and to quantitatively monitor the
displacement of shield tunnel segments under load.

• A discrete element model is developed, and two kinds of deformation processes
are simulated using an innovative high‐performance discrete element software,
MatDEM, developed by our group.

1 | INTRODUCTION

Subways are an important part of urban rail transit. In
recent years, subways have been built on a large scale
to solve the problem of urban traffic congestion.
Shield tunnel, as the main carrier of urban subways, has
been widely used in major cities in China. During the
construction of a shield tunnel, the soil around the tunnel
is affected by additional stress due to the influence of
foundation pit excavation, ground loading and unloading,
and changes in geological conditions (Katebi et al., 2015;
Koyama, 2003; Li et al., 2021; Nomoto et al., 1999).

Additionally, with increasing use, the tunnel will undergo
deformation and damage to different degrees due to the
long‐term action of additional stresses (Guan et al., 2020;
Jallow et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2019). Therefore, long‐
term monitoring and numerical analysis of the condition
of the tunnel are essential.

Shield tunnels are composed of a series of tunnel
segments, and there exists a certain gap between two
adjacent segments. When the pipeline is subjected to load,
the gap will close or open unevenly. Furthermore,
dislocation of adjacent shield tunnels may occur during
engineering activities, such as excavation of the foundation
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pit (Caratelli et al., 2011). Researchers have conducted
many studies to explore the correlation of external
deformation and shield tunnel deformation. They pro-
posed early warning measures for ground collapse and
structural damage (Kavvadas, 2005; Kawakami, 1984;
Wei et al., 2018). Traditionally, several strain gauges and
water‐pressure gauges were mounted on tunnel rings in
order to gain detailed insight into the strain and stress
distribution around the tunnel, but the monitoring was
inconsistent (Bakker et al., 1999; Hashimoto et al., 2008).
Nowadays, with the development of sensor technology,
the image sensor network along with the deep learning
technique is utilized to monitor the vertical settlement
caused by internal and external stresses after the subway
tunnel has been in use for a long time, so as to provide
early warning measures for tunnel deformation (Huang
et al., 2018; Sun et al., 2020; Xiong et al., 2010; Zhao
et al., 2020).

Besides the monitoring methods mentioned above,
the distributed optical fiber sensing technology has
been widely used in the process of longitudinal and
horizontal displacement monitoring in the last decade,
due to its high sensitivity, convenience in terms of
setup, distributed measurement, and long service life
(Fajkus et al., 2017; Gómez et al., 2020; Mohamad
et al., 2012). Distributed fiber optic sensing (DFOS)
systems based on Brillouin optical time domain
reflectometry, Brillouin optical frequency domain
analysis, and so on are utilized to monitor the stress
and strain development of shield tunnels combined or
not combined with traditional monitoring methods
such as total stations (Gue et al., 2015; Monsberger &
Lienhart, 2021). Moreover, field monitoring is usually
combined with numerical simulations to investigate the
mechanism of deformation of shield tunnels. Both the
finite element method and the discrete element method
(DEM) are used to study the tunnel deformation
characteristics and tunnel failure mechanism (Juárez‐
Luna & Tenorio‐Montero, 2019; Lee & Bassett, 2006;
Moussaei et al., 2019).

Although DFOS has been successfully applied in
the distributed strain monitoring of shield tunnels,
because the optical fiber can only directly monitor
the longitudinal strain, there still remains a critical
difficulty in detecting the relative dislocation of
adjacent tunnel segments, such as relative rotation
and shear displacement of tunnels, which is generally
the focus of field monitoring (Cheng & Ni, 2009; Wang
et al., 2018; Zhang & Broere, 2023). In this study, the
optical frequency domain reflectometry (OFDR) tech-
nology was applied for monitoring of dislocation of
tunnel segments in the laboratory. Two calculation
methods were proposed to quantify the deformation
between adjacent tunnel segments, and to quantita-
tively monitor the displacement of shield tunnel
segments under load. Based on the high‐performance
discrete element software, MatDEM, a discrete
element model of tunnel was developed, and two kinds
of deformation processes were simulated. The labora-
tory test results were compared with the optical fiber
monitoring results, and the physical test process was
reproduced on a computer by numerical simulation.

2 | METHODS AND PRINCIPLES

2.1 | Technical principles of OFDR

When light passes through an uneven medium, it
undergoes deviation in the direction in which it is
traveling. This is called light scattering. The scattering
of light can be divided into Rayleigh scattering, Brillouin
scattering, and Raman scattering. In Rayleigh scattering,
the wavelength and frequency of incident light do not
change after scattering, so it is also called elastic
scattering. In Brillouin scattering and Raman scattering,
due to the effect of the acoustic wave field in the light,
scattered light will be generated with a higher or lower
frequency than the frequency of the original incident
light. This is called inelastic scattering. The OFDR is a
back‐reflection technique based on Rayleigh scattering,
whose technical principle is shown in Figure 1. When the
light from the source passes through the coupler, it is
divided into signal light and reference light. The signal
light and the reference light pass through the coupler to
the photodetector for coherent mixing. When the sensing
fiber is affected by the temperature field or the strain field
at different positions, the refractive index of the fiber at
that position will change. This will cause a change in
the signal light frequency, and the frequency difference
between the signal light and the reference light will
change accordingly.

The OFDR technology can be used to monitor the
strain along the fiber by means of coherence detection of
a sweep light source. Coherence detection is an indirect
detection technique that converts a high‐frequency
optical signal into a medium‐frequency optical signal.
This technology is not limited by pulse width and
dynamic range, and has a large dynamic range as well
as a high spatial resolution (Ma et al., 2019). The spatial
resolution of OFDR can reach up to 1 mm.

2.2 | DEM

A linear elastic contact model of the DEM is adopted
in the numerical simulation. As shown in Figure 2, two
elements interact with each other through a breakable
spring. The normal and tangential springs control the
normal and tangential distances of the adjacent
elements, respectively (Liu et al., 2013). The force is
generated at the point of contact between adjacent
particle elements. The normal force between adjacent
particles is the product of the normal stiffness and the
relative displacement:

FIGURE 1 Technical principle of optical frequency domain
reflectometry.
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where Fn denotes the normal force; Kn denotes the normal
stiffness; Xn is the normal relative displacement; and Xb is
the breaking displacement. The elements interact with
each other by the spring force (Equation 1) until the
normal displacement (Xn) exceeds the breaking displace-
ment (Xb), the connection between particles is broken, and
only compressive force exists between adjacent elements
(Equation 2). Similarly, the intact tangential force can be
calculated using the following formula:

= ×F K X ,s s s (3)

where Ks denotes the shear stiffness and Xs is the shear
relative displacement.

The spring also has a failure criterion in the tangential
direction, which is based on the Mohr–Coulomb criterion:

μ= − ×F F F ,smax s0 p n (4)

where Fsmax denotes the maximum shear force; Fs0 is the
inter‐element initial shear resistance; and μp is the inter‐
element coefficient of friction. In the Mohr–Coulomb
criterion, the maximum shear resistance between ele-
ments is related to the initial shear resistance (Fs0). Fs0

represents the maximum shear force allowed between
elements without applying normal pressure. It can
be analogized to the cohesion found in rock and soil
mass. The normal stress is positively correlated with
the shear resistance. When the magnitude of the shear
force exceeds the maximum shear force, the tangential
connection is broken, and only the sliding friction force
(−μp*Fn) acts between the elements.

2.3 | Elastic clump model

In order to build tunnel segments with a relatively
smooth surface, a new elastic clump model is proposed.
For instance, as shown in Figure 3, the two elements of
diameter d overlap with a length l0, so the original
equilibrium distance between these two elements is

(d – l0). The distance between the two elements is shown
by r; thus, the relative displacement between the elements
can then be calculated as:

= − −X r d l( ).n 0 (5)

According to this equation, in the state shown in
Figure 3a, the relative displacement Xn of the two
elements is zero and they are in a state of equilibrium. In
Figure 3a, the vertical line segment is the contact surface
of the two elements. In Figure 3b, when the distance
between the two elements increases, Xn increases and
tension is generated between these two elements.

As in the real world, when the relative displacement
reaches the fracture displacement Xb, the connection
breaks (Figure 3c) and is followed by cementing again.
When the two elements are compressed against each other,
pressure is generated for the second time (Figure 3d). In
fact, the clump model reduces the equilibrium distance
between the two elements and subtracts the initial overlap
when calculating the relative displacement. In this way, a
more complex model can be established. As shown in
Figure 3e, the four elements overlap with each other and
reach a state of equilibrium. The actual contact is shown in
Figure 3f. The element overlapping means that the clump
model with a smooth surface can be established.

3 | LABORATORY TESTS

3.1 | Test process

The schematic diagram of the test device is shown in
Figure 4a. In the experiments, two steel pipes with a

FIGURE 2 (a) A 3D stacking model. (b, c) Normal and tangential
springs between the elements.

FIGURE 3 Elastic clump calculation principle. (a) Elements in a
state of equilibrium; (b) elements in a tensile state; (c) elements after the
connection breaks; (d) elements in (c) are compressed again; and
(e, f) four elements overlap with each other.
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diameter of 5 cm and a length of 45 cm were used to
represent the adjacent tunnel segments. The distance
between the two sections of pipes was set as 2 cm. Four
dial gauges were placed above each of the two pipes to
monitor the vertical displacements of the pipes. The
dial gauges used in the laboratory tests have a
maximum range of 20 mm and an accuracy of
0.01 mm, numbered 1–8 from left to right. The spacing
between each two dial gauges was 10 cm, and a
displacement indicator rod was placed below.

A polyurethane optical fiber with a diameter of 2 mm
and a length of about 4 m was glued to the outer wall of
pipes using a strong adhesive, and in the directions 0°,
135°, 180°, and 225° (Figure 4b). Optical fiber segments
at 0° and 180° were used for quantitative calculations of
relative displacements between the pipes, and the optical
fiber segments at 135° and 225° were used to correct the
results of quantitative calculations.

Two laboratory tests were carried out: the center
settlement test, which simulates the relative rotation
between adjacent tunnel segments, and the shear
test (staggered test), which represents the shear
dislocation between adjacent tunnel segments. In the
center settlement test (Figure 4c), two pipes are placed
on three lifting platforms of the same height. During
the test, the height of lifting platforms A1 and A3
remains unchanged. The joint of the two sections of
the pipe can be opened and deformed by adjusting the
height of lifting platform A2. The central lifting
platform A2 is moved downward step by step, and
the strain of the optical fiber and data of dial gauges
are recorded.

In the shear test (Figure 4d), the left pipe is placed on
lifting platforms B1 and B2 of the same height, and the
right pipe is placed on lifting platform B3. During the
whole testing process, the height of the platforms B1 and
B2 remains unchanged, and lifting platform B3 is moved
downward to simulate the shear displacement between
two pipes.

Both tests were conducted in a constant‐temperature
laboratory at room temperature of 23.5°C. Therefore,
the influence of temperature on the strain value of the
optical fiber was not considered. The photos of two
laboratory tests on site are shown in Figure 5.

3.2 | Test results and analysis

In the laboratory test, the monitoring position resolution
of OFDR was set to 1 cm, which means that the distance
between two adjacent optical fiber monitoring data points
is 1 cm. The distance between two pipes, respectively, is
2.0003, 2.0009, 2.0012, 2.0028, and 2.0049 cm from Level
1 to Level 5 in the test process for the settlement center.
Figure 6 shows the monitored data of the optical fiber at
180° in the center settlement test. With the increase of
displacement, the peak value tends to increase gradually.
The maximum peak (1.4 × 10−3) occurs in the 5th‐level
curve. The optical fiber at 180° is only subjected to normal
force during the test, so the monitoring results reflect the
test process well.

In Figure 4d, it can be seen that in the shear test
process, the axial strain detected by the optical fiber at
four positions is theoretically the same, so the optical fiber
data at 0° position are used for quantitative calculation in
this situation.

Figure 7 shows the monitoring data of the optical fiber at
0° during the shearing test. The vertical displacements are
1.14, 1.66, 1.91, 2.17, and 2.36mm. With the increase of the
vertical displacement of the pipeline, the peak value of each
curve increases gradually. In all of the curves, the peak value
appears at 4.48m, and another peak value appears between
4.46 and 4.48m.

The distance between the maximum and secondary
microstrain is about 2 cm, so it can be determined that
the position between the maximum and secondary
microstrain is located at the pipe connection.

FIGURE 4 (a) Schematic diagram of the test device, (b) optical fiber's position at the cross section of the pipe, (c) schematic diagram of the
center settlement test, and (d) schematic diagram of the shear test.

FIGURE 5 (a) The center settlement test and (b) the shear test.
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4 | MODELING AND NUMERICAL
SIMULATIONS

4.1 | Geometrical modeling and material

The geotechnical discrete element numerical simulation
software, MatDEM, was developed by Nanjing University
independently. Based on the innovative Graphics Proces-
sing Unit (GPU) matrix algorithm, the software has the
advantages of high computational efficiency, micro‐ and
macro‐mechanical parameter conversion, and the ability
of secondary development. A three‐dimensional discrete

element model of the laboratory test was established in
MatDEM.

As shown in Figure 8, the model consists of two
parts: tunnels and optical fibers. The simulated tunnel
has a radius of 2.5 cm and a length of 45 cm. The
relevant research conclusions indicate that if the
particle size effect in the discrete element model needs
to be eliminated, the ratio of the diameter of the tunnel
model to the average particle size needs to be greater
than 35 (Bo et al., 2022). Therefore, the diameter of the
tunnel model units is set to 1 mm, and the spacing
between the two sections of the tunnel is set to 2 cm. A
total of four optical fiber models are located at 0°,
135°, 180°, and 225° of the tunnel model cross section
(Figure 9). Each optical fiber model consists of a string
of particles with a diameter of 2 mm (Figure 10 shows
discrete element models of the shear test and the
central settlement test). The macroscopic and micro-
scopic mechanical parameters of the optical fiber
model and the tunnel model are shown in Tables 1
and 2. All microscopic mechanical parameters of both
optical fiber elements and tunnel elements have already
been calibrated by automatically training in MatDEM.

For the calculation method proposed in this paper,
the following hypotheses have been made:

1. The tunnel does not rotate along the central axis.
2. The displacement of the tunnel occurs only in the Z

direction.
FIGURE 6 Measured strain data of the optical fiber at 180° in the
center settlement test.

FIGURE 7 Measured strain data of the optical fiber at 0° in the
shear test.

FIGURE 8 Model of tunnels and optical fiber.

FIGURE 9 A cross section of the model.

DEEP UNDERGROUND SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING | 5
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4.2 | Numerical simulations

After the tunnel model and the optical fiber model were
established in MatDEM, the physical processes of
laboratory tests were numerically simulated in the
discrete element model. The strain distribution curves
of the optical fiber model obtained from the numerical
simulation results are shown in Figures 11 and 12.

Figure 11 shows the strain curves obtained from the
optical fiber model at 180° in the numerical simulation
of the central settlement process. It appears that the
peak value of each curve exists from the 113th to the
119th unit. The unit radius of the optical fiber model is
0.2 cm, so the distance between the 113th and the 119th
unit is 2.4 cm. It can be judged that the free segment of
optical fiber model with the length of 2 cm is between

FIGURE 10 Discrete element model of the shear test and the center settlement test.

TABLE 1 Macroscopic and microscopic mechanical parameters of the optical fiber discrete element model.

TABLE 2 Macroscopic and microscopic mechanical parameters of the discrete element tunnel model.

FIGURE 11 Strain curves of the tunnel center settlement process in
the numerical simulation.

FIGURE 12 Strain curves of the tunnel shear test process in the
numerical simulation.

6 | MAO ET AL.
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the 113th unit and the 119th unit. Also, all units of the
free segment of the optical fiber model reach the same
peak strain value, indicating that the normal springs
among these units are fully stretched in the numerical
simulation process. The strain transfer range, namely,
the distance from the edge of the pipe to the point
where the strain of the optical fiber can reach the
maximum model at 180° near the strain peak, is
within 0.4 cm.

Figure 12 shows the strain curves obtained from the
optical fiber model at 0° in the numerical simulation of
the tunnel shear process. The horizontal axis is the unit
number of the optical fiber model, and the vertical axis
is the axial strain of the optical fiber model. The peak
of each curve appears at the position of unit 121. At
the same time, it can be found that the strain value
fluctuates considerably between the 119th unit and the
122nd unit. The unit radius of the optical fiber model is
0.2 cm, so the distance between the 119th unit and the
122nd unit is 1.2 cm. Therefore, it can be judged that
the units between the 119th unit and the 122nd unit
belong to the free segment of the optical fiber model
with a length of 2 cm. Besides, it can be found that the
strain transfer range is within 0.8 cm near the
strain peak.

5 | QUANTITATIVE CALCULATION

5.1 | Quantitative calculation principle of the
center settlement test

As shown in Figure 13, when the two sections of the
tunnel rotate along the fixed ends, respectively, the
opening C of the discontinuous ends of the two sections
of the tunnel is calculated as follows:

= + ΔC a a, (6)

ε = Δa a/ , (7)

where a denotes the original opening and ε denotes the
axial strain of the optical fiber at the opening.

5.2 | Quantitative calculation principle of the
shear test

When vertical shear deformation occurs in the tunnel, the
increased length of the free segment fiber being stretched
is ΔL, and the distance between A and B is (L+ ΔL). The
vertical shear deformation of the tunnel can be obtained
by transferring the peak strain to the value ΔL. The
quantitative calculation principle of the shear test is
shown in Figure 14.

The derivation process of the calculation formula is
as follows:

ε = Δ ÷L L, (8)

= + −x L L L( Δ ) ,2 2 (9)

Therefore:

ε= × + −x L L(1 ) ,2 2 2 (10)

where ΔL is the variation of length of the fiber; L is the
original length of the optical fiber; and x is the shear
deformation of the tunnel.

5.3 | Quantitative calculation results

Figure 15 shows the quantitative calculation results of the
shear test. The figure compares the measured data of dial
indicators, the vertical displacement of the pipe calculated
from the measured data of the optical fiber, and the
calculation results of the numerical model. It can be found
that in each loading stage, the measured data of dial
indicators are the largest, followed by the calculation
results of the numerical model, and the vertical displace-
ment of the pipe calculated from the measured data of the
optical fiber is the smallest. During the shear test, the
vertical displacement of the pipe is no more than 2.4mm,
which is quite small. Therefore, the distributed optical fiber
may not be able to perceive the displacement changes of
the pipe precisely. For the discrete element numerical
model, six parameters of rock and soil mass (namely,
Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio, tensile strength, com-
pressive strength, internal friction coefficient, and density)

FIGURE 13 Quantitative calculation principle of the center
settlement test.

FIGURE 14 Quantitative calculation principle of the shear test. FIGURE 15 Quantitative calculation results of the shear test.

DEEP UNDERGROUND SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING | 7
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need to be input during the modeling. However, steel
pipe and polyurethane optical fiber are not traditional
geotechnical materials, so it is difficult to determine the
parameters of these two materials, because of which the
calculation results of the numerical model are less than
the measured data of dial indicators. Figure 16 shows the
quantitative calculation results of the center settlement test.
It shows similar information as the shear test.

6 | CONCLUSIONS

In this study, a quantitative calculation method for the
displacement of the shear process and the central
settlement process at the joint of the tunnel was
proposed. A laboratory test was designed under two
conditions, and a discrete element numerical simulation
was carried out for the test process. The conclusions are
as follows:

1. OFDR distributed optical fiber sensing technology
has the characteristics of high resolution. Accord-
ingly, it is feasible for use in the tunnel deformation
monitoring process, and it can be used to conduct
quantitative monitoring of the displacement at the
tunnel connection.

2. An elastic clump model based on the particle DEM
was proposed in this study. A 3‐dimensional tunnel
model was established.

3. The optical fiber, which is formed by atypical
geotechnical materials, was applied in discrete
element modeling and numerical simulation. The
numerical simulation results could accurately reflect
the strain distribution in the numerical simulation
process.

4. The quantitative calculation method for the shear test
and the central settlement test is feasible.

5. The length of the deformation zone around the joint is
around 0.16 m in both the tests.

6. For the optical fiber crossing the joint, the strain will
reach the peak within 0.4 cm in the central settlement
process, but it takes longer to reach its maximum in
the shear test based on DEM simulation.

In the shear test and the center settlement test,
the displacement calculated quantitatively is slightly less
than the measured displacement of the dial gauge.
Therefore, both the accuracy of OFDR distributed
optical fiber sensing and the discrete element simulation
of the deformation at the joint of the tunnel need to be
improved.
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